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Regular Expression Denial-of-Service
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Normal input：
abc@def.com

Enter your email:

Validate the input email using a vulnerable regex:

^[a-zA-Z0-9._]+@([a-zA-Z0-9]+.)+com$

The Server Side The Client Side

Respond immediately

Malicious input：
c@cccccccc...

Denial-of-Service



• Existing Solutions
Ø Static approaches : low precision

Ø Dynamic approaches : low recall

• Our Solution

Ø ReDoSHunter: a combined static and dynamic approach for ReDoS detection

Ø Propose five patterns of ReDoS-vulnerable regexes

Regular Expression Denial-of-Service
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Components of Attack String
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Ø For example, 𝑟! = ^[a-zA-Z0-9._]+@([a-zA-Z0-9]+.)+com$

𝑤 = 𝑥𝑦"𝑧 = ‘c@’ + ‘c’× 𝑛 + ‘!’

Ψ! = [a-zA-Z0-9._]@ Ψ# = ([a-zA-Z0-9]+.)+ Ψ$ = com
𝑥 = ‘c@’ ∈ ℒ(Ψ!) 𝑦 = ‘c’ ∈ ℒ(Ψ#) 𝑧 = ‘!’ ∉ ℒ(Ψ$)



Five ReDoS Patterns
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• Nested Quantifiers (NQ)

Ø Optional nested quantifiers result in two choices for each pump strings

Ø Vuln. type: Exponential

Ø For example, CVE-2015-9239, regex: \[(\d+;)?(\d+)*m

attack string: ‘[’ + ‘0’×30 + ‘!’

β!



Five ReDoS Patterns
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• Exponential Overlapping Disjunction (EOD)

Ø A disjunction with a common outer quantifier whose multiple nodes overlap

Ø Formally, an EOD is of the form β = (⋯(β!|β#|⋯ |β%)⋯ ) 𝑚&, 𝑛& with 𝑛& > 1 ,

satisfying one of the following conditions

Ø Vuln. type: Exponential

Ø For example, CVE-2020-7662,

regex: "((?:\\[\x00-\x7f]|[^\x00-\x08\x0a-\x1f\x7f"])*)"

attack string: ‘"’ + ‘\\\x7e’×30 + ‘!’

The head of β! and the head of β" overlap

The head of β! and the tail of β" overlap

β! β"



Five ReDoS Patterns
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• Exponential Overlapping Adjacency (EOA)

Ø Two overlapping nodes with a common outer quantifier {m,n} (n>1) are either

adjacent or can reach each other by skipping some optional nodes

Ø Formally, an EOA is of the form β = ⋯ β!β# ⋯ 𝑚&, 𝑛& with 𝑛& > 1, satisfying

one of the following conditions

Ø Vuln. type: Exponential

Ø For example, CVE-2018-3738, regex:^(?:\.?[a-zA-Z_] [a-zA-Z_0-9]*)+$

attack string: ‘a’×30 + ‘!’

The tail of β# and the head of β$ overlap

The head of β# and the tail of β$ overlap

β! β"



Five ReDoS Patterns
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• Polynomial Overlapping Adjacency (POA)

Ø Two overlapping nodes with an optional common outer quantifier {0,1} are

either adjacent or can reach each other by skipping some optional nodes

Ø Formally, an POA is of the form β = ⋯ β!β# ⋯ 𝑚&, 𝑛& with 𝑛& ≤ 1, satisfying

the following conditions

Ø Vuln. type: Polynomial

Ø For example, CVE-2018-3737,

regex: ^([a-z0-9-]+)[ \t]+([a-zA-Z0-9+\/]+[=]*)([\n \t]+ ([^\n]+))?$

attack string: ‘0\t0’ + ‘\t’× 10000 + ‘\n’

The tail of β# and the head of β$ overlap

β! β"



Five ReDoS Patterns
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• Starting with Large Quantifier (SLQ)

Ø The regex engine keeps moving the regex starting with a large quantifier

across the string to find a match

Ø Formally, an SLQ satisfying one of the

right conditions, where 𝑛& ≥ 𝑛'(",

𝑛'(" is a pre-defined number for the

minimal repetitions

Ø Vuln. type: Polynomial

Ø For example, CVE-2019-1010266,

regex:[a-z][A-Z]|[A-Z]{2,}[a-z]|[0-9][a-zA-Z]|[a-zA-Z][0-9]|[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]

attack string: ‘C’× 10000 + ‘!’



ReDoSHunter Overview
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Regex Standardization
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Next, We use a regex α to illustrate our algorithms,

α = (a+?|b)\s+(?=\t)\s+\1(?:\d+)+(\s|\t)+(a*b+a*)+d$

• Real-world regex → Standard regex + Constraints

Ø We first convert a given regex into a standard regex with some constraints

Ø Not to give an equivalent transformation, but instead trying to give a

transformation with the same effect on ReDoS

Ø The source regex has ReDoS-vulnerabilities iff the transformed target regex has

the same ReDoS-vulnerabilities



Regex Standardization
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Regex Standardization
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Static Diagnosis
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SLQ:
prefix string 𝑥 = 𝜀
infix string 𝑦 = ‘a’
suffix string 𝑧 = ‘!’

POA:
prefix string 𝑥 = ‘a’
infix string 𝑦 = ‘\t\t’
suffix string 𝑧 = ‘!’

NQ:
prefix string 𝑥 = ‘a\n\ta’
infix string 𝑦 = ‘1’
suffix string 𝑧 = ‘!’

EOD:
prefix string 𝑥 = ‘a\n\ta1’
infix string 𝑦 = ‘\t’
suffix string 𝑧 = ‘!’

EOA:
prefix string 𝑥 = ‘a\n\ta1\t’
infix string 𝑦 = ‘ba’
suffix string 𝑧 = ‘!’



Static Diagnosis
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No. Pattern Vuln. Degree Vuln. Position Attack String

#1 NQ Exponential (?:\d+)+ ‘a\n\ta’ + ‘1’ × 30 + ‘!’

#2 EOD Exponential (\s|\t)+ ‘a\n\ta1’ + ‘\t’ × 30 + ‘!’

#3 EOA Exponential (a*b+a*)+ ‘a\n\ta1\t’ + ‘ba’ × 30 + ‘!’

#4 POA Polynomial \s+(?=\t)\s+ ‘a’ + ‘\t\t’ × 10000 + ‘!’

#5 SLQ Polynomial a+? ‘a’ × 10000 + ‘!’



Dynamic Validation
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Step1. Measure the time 𝑡 for the source regex 𝛼 to match the attack string 𝑤

Step2. Check whether the corresponding threshold 𝑇) (for polynomial vulnerability)
or 𝑇* (for exponential vulnerability) is triggered

No. Pattern Vuln. Degree Vuln. Position Attack String Validated

#1 NQ Exponential (?:\d+)+ ‘a\n\ta’ + ‘1’ × 30 + ‘!’ √

#2 EOD Exponential (\s|\t)+ ‘a\n\ta1’ + ‘\t’ × 30 + ‘!’ √

#3 EOA Exponential (a*b+a*)+ ‘a\n\ta1\t’ + ‘ba’ × 30 + ‘!’ √

#4 POA Polynomial \s+(?=\t)\s+ ‘a’ + ‘\t\t’ × 10000 + ‘!’ √

#5 SLQ Polynomial a+? ‘a’ × 10000 + ‘!’ √



Experiment Setup
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• Benchmark Datasets

Ø Regex sets: 37,651 regexes from

Corpus, RegExLib, and Snort

Ø Known ReDoS-vulnerabilities: 35 CVEs

with clear descriptions or sources

Ø Intensively-tested projects: 26 popular

projects on GitHub/npm/PyPI

• Baselines

Ø Static approaches: RXXR2, Rexploiter, NFAA, safe-regex and Regexploit

Ø Dynamic approaches: SDL and ReScue



Experiment Setup
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• Evaluation Metrics

Ø Precision: the proportion of the true positives over the reported vulnerabilities.

Prec = TPs / (TPs + FPs)

Ø Recall: the proportion of the true positive over all the real vulnerabilities.

Rec = TPs / (TPs + FNs)

• Configuration

Ø 𝑁) = 30,000 , 𝑁* = 100 , 𝑇) = 1𝑠 , 𝑇* = 0.1𝑠 , and 𝑛'(" = 100



Results on Regex Benchmarks
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ReDoSHunter

Static approaches

Dynamic approaches



Results on Regex Benchmarks
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ReDoSHunter



Results on Regex Benchmarks
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ReDoSHunter

Dynamic approaches

Static approaches



Results on Known Vulnerabilities
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Dynamic approaches
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Results on Real-world ReDoS-vulnerabilities
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ReDoSHunter

Static approaches

Dynamic approaches



Summary
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• We proposed ReDoSHunter, reaching 100% precision and 100% recall over

three Large-scale datasets.

• We proposed five ReDoS patterns that are identified from our massive

investigation and analysis.

• We exposed 28 new ReDoS-vulnerabilities in popular open-source projects

with 26 assigned CVEs and 2 fixed by the maintainers.
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